Meet the CHRS Recruiting Project Team

Cross divisional collaboration occurs everyday on our campus and during project implementations, strong networks and dynamic communication fuel projects from start to finish. Since recruiting and onboarding employees are services that virtually every employee experiences, our project team is broad and brings talents from every division, at every level. In addition to the twenty five member project team, project stakeholders from across divisions will assist the project by testing in a simulated environment and providing user experience feedback. Stakeholders consist of focused staff and faculty hiring subject matter experts, system testers, and are a key to delivering the product and processes that represent Cal State Channel Islands. The core project team has been steadily meeting project deadlines in addition to their daily work. We hope you find our project updates informative and look forward to future information sessions, training, and communication where you may interact with the project team members. Feel free to contact the project team at CHRS Recruiting Communications.

The Latest Project News

Construction - no - Configuration is underway! Configuration in the CHRS Recruiting world means that Sponsors, Project Managers, Campus Configuration Administrators, and Information Technology services are forming the way the delivered functions are arranged for your user experience. The complexity of the work requires understanding of the current and future system as well as a proficiency in database systems. Preparing the system for configuration began in November 2020 and involved several months of meeting phased deadlines, combing over processes, and navigating through simulated systems. This work leads our campus into the next phase of introducing the system by virtual walkthroughs, testing, and training. Stay tuned for learning opportunities as we continue to design your recruiting system.

Please visit the CHRS Recruiting webpage for project information Email CHRS Recruiting Communications